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ABSTRACT. In spite of ISO standards for most Indic scripts used in South and South-East Asian
countries, legacy encodings are still used to avoid the implementation of complex text layout
systems for Indic scripts. Since legacy encodings for Indic scripts are not well-defined and have
been designed ad hoc, it is almost impossible to detect the encoding by deducive methods. As a
result, the coded text is often dealt as image data rather than text. As a typical example of the
confusion of non-standard legacy encodings, we take Khmer script. We collected the various
free-charged legacy Khmer fonts distributed on the Web, and investigated the encodings declared and used in the fonts. As a result, the declared encodings are confirmed to be unreliable.
Based on the code charts obtained by our investigation, we propose a heuristic algorithm to
detect the encoding used in legacy Khmer fonts. This algorithm enables us to extract text data
from legacy coded text with an accuracy higher than the one of cognitive methods.
RÉSUMÉ. Malgré l’utilisation croissante des normes ISO pour le codage de la plupart des écritures indiennes dans les pays d’Asie du Sud et du Sud-Est, les codages bricolés sont encore
utilisés pour éviter l’implémentation de systèmes de mise en page complexes pour les écritures
indiennes. Puisque ces codages ne sont pas bien définis et ont été développés ad hoc, il est très
difficile de les détecter par des méthodes déductives. Il arrive alors que l’on publie le texte le
plus souvent en tant qu’image. En guise d’exemple caractéristique nous avons choisi l’écriture
cambodgienne. Nous avons examiné les différentes fontes cambodgiennes diffusées gratuitement sur le Web, les codages qu’elles déclarent utiliser et ceux qu’elles utilisent. Nous arrivons
à la conclusion que les codages déclarés ne sont pas fiables. En nous basant sur les codages
étudiés nous proposons un algorithme heuristique de détection de codage cambodgien. Cet algorithme nous permet également de transcoder des documents codés dans ces codages avec
une précision plus élevée que celle des méthodes cognitives.
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Legacy Khmer TrueType Fonts

(a) UTF-8 Lao with Web font

(c) Legacy Khmer with Web font

(b) UTF-8 Lao without Web font

(d) Legacy Khmer without Web font
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Figure 1. Comparison of documents coded in UTF-8 and in legacy encodings. (a)
UTF-8 Lao page, with Lao font (b) UTF-8 Lao page, without Lao font (c) Legacy
Khmer page, with legacy font (d) Legacy Khmer page, without legacy font

1. Introduction
From the viewpoint of interoperability, modern digital text is expected to be encoded in well-defined standard encodings. ISO 2022 (ISO/IEC JTC1/SC2, 1994)
has been the most important adaptive framework for combining character encodings
for Roman, Cyrillic, Greek, Arabic, Hebrew, CJK and other scripts. It defines the
available codepoints in 7bit units, and escape sequences for specifying character sets
(ISO/IEC, 2003; ISO/IEC JTC1/SC2, 2004). The definition of character set and encoding scheme for each script is left to registrators. Recently the ISO 10646 character set and the Unicode encoding scheme (The Unicode Consortium, 2003; ISO/IEC
JTC1/SC2, 2003) are prefered as a modern alternative to ISO 2022. Unicode encoding
is not a part of ISO 10646, but it is the essential encoding scheme for using the ISO
10646 character set. Different from ISO 2022, Unicode defines an in-depth encoding
scheme for each script in ISO 10646. However, the text layout system is still out of its
scope.
In the scripts widely used in South and South-East Asia, there is a group of scripts
called Brahmic (various scripts derived from Brahmi script, which is an ancient script
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of India). Although there were a few national standards or academic implementations
to encode Brahmic scripts, most of them lacked the standard definition of character
set or of encoding scheme for information interchange before ISO 10646. One of the
reasons is that the writing system of Brahmic scripts is complex in comparison with
Roman, CJK and even with Arabic scripts. As a result, the history and the reservoir
of digital documentation for Brahmic scripts are shorter than those for Roman (cf.
ISO 646 in 1967), CJK (cf. Japanese JIS C 6226-1978) and Arabic script (cf. Moroccan NM 00-1-006:1981). This situation induced various mutually-incompatible and
ad hoc encodings for Brahmic scripts, before Unicode got popular. In this paper, we
call such encodings “legacy” ones.
The typical example is shown on figure 1. We compare a Lao document coded
in standard UTF-8 and a Khmer document coded in a legacy encoding. When the
appropriate font is provided with or embedded in the document, both documents are
legible. But when the font is missing, the handling of the document shows remarkable
contrast. When the document is coded by UTF-8, we are informed on the fact that the
document is written in Lao script by the range of codepoints used in the document.
If we do have fonts for the Lao script, the legibility is recovered by font substitution.
In addition, if such a document is registered in a document database using a standard
encoding, it is easy to search by keywords in other standard encodings like UTF-16
or UTF-32. On the other hand, the document coded by legacy encoding is recognized
as broken Latin-1 text. Even if the system has some fonts for Khmer in standard or
legacy encodings, it is impossible to know which font is capable to recover legibility.
Well understood, if the document is registered in a document database with standard
encoding, it is impossible to search without additional information on it.
In this paper, taking Khmer script as a typical example, we investigate legacy
encodings and propose the algorithm to identify such encodings automatically to deal
legacy coded text correctly.

2. Problems of Khmer Script Encoding
In this section, we describe the complexity of Brahmic script by using the example
of Khmer, and summarize existing approaches to encode Brahmic scripts. In the end
of this section, we summarize the problem caused by non-standard encodings and our
proposal to solve it.

2.1. The Writing System of Khmer Script
In this subsection, the writing system of Khmer script is summarized and three
remarkable features are shown. The Khmer script is used to write the Cambodian official language, and it has a long history. As in the case of Roman scripts, the Khmer
script is always written from left to right, and the characters are basically phonetic.
Therefore it is natural to define the character set as a kind of alphabet (so-called Indic
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Figure 2. The basic composition of consonant characters and vowel signs in Khmer
script.

“abugida”), which is smaller than most ideographic character sets. However, the definition of “character” is an arguable issue—we give a detailed analysis of this issue
later.
The Khmer script is considered as an evolution of Brahmi script via its Southern
variants, and one of the earliest Brahmic scripts in South-East Asia. As in most of
Brahmic script writing systems, the syllable is written by composing base consonantic characters and vowel signs. All consonant characters in Brahmic scripts have an
inherent vowel (usually vowel “a”—some Khmer consonant characters have “o” as
inherent vowel), and through vowel signs one may obtain other vowels (like “i”). We
will call “vowel character” the independent character for writing vowels and “vowel
sign” the dependent character to change the inherent vowel of a consonant character.
Although there are independent vowel characters, some vowels are not covered. The
most remarkable feature of Brahmic scripts is the fact that vowel signs are written on
the left, the right, the top, the bottom of consonants and sometimes will even enclosing the base consonant by a two-part vowel sign, although the writing direction of
script is always left-to-right. By this feature, the graphical order of characters must be
distinguished from the phonetic order. Simple compositions of consonant characters
and vowel signs are shown on figure 2. Since there is no fixed-width typography in
Khmer script, the suitable placement of vowel sign should be adjusted according to
each consonant character. The width of “kh(o)” is larger than “k(a)”, thus the space
of the enclosing two-part vowel sign “-ya” should be separately adjusted for “k-ya”
and “kh-ya” syllables. Furthermore, the consonant character “l(a)” has a descender.
To compose a syllable “l-u”, the hanging vowel sign “-u” must be placed at position
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Figure 3. Conjunct consonants and the use of subscript forms of consonantic characters in Khmer script.

lower than “k-u” and “kh-u”. To compose another syllable “l-ya”, the right part of the
enclosing vowel sign “-ya” should be stretched vertically.
As a second important feature, let us note the Khmer system of writing conjunct
consonants. The original Brahmi script was developed to write the phonetics of Sanskrit language correctly, so its orthography is not sufficiently generic to write other
languages with different phonetics. To write some conjunct consonants that the regional language has but Sanskrit does not, most Brahmic scripts were required to develop systems to group multiple consonant characters without inherent vowels. In the
Khmer script, the subscript forms of the consonant characters called “coeng” (Khmer
word meaning foot/leg) were introduced to write the sub-consonant conjuncts with
base consonant. The idea to use subscript form to write sub-consonants in syllables
was shared with other south Indic scripts like Telugu. However, the subscript form
of consonants in Khmer script is only one form of each consonant character. Examples of 2-consonant and 3-consonant conjunction are shown on figure 3. As in the
case of vowel signs, consonantic subscripts are also placed at various position. The
graphical order of subscript consonants is different than their phonetic order. Brahmi
scripts have a typical method to remove the inherent vowels in consonantic characters,
by adding a “devowelizer sign” (in Sanskrit terminology, it is called a “virama”). In
Brahmic scripts like Tamil, the devowelizer is used widely in the consonantic clusters.
It was imported to the Khmer script under the name of “viriam” sign, but the latter is
rather used to indicate the fact that the base consonant character is part of the previous
word, so its function is different from the one of the devowelizer.
As a third important feature, let us note that the Khmer script has no interword
spacing, as it was the case for the original Brahmi script. Although the spaces between
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words are introduced in modern Indic scripts (Devanagari, Tamil etc.), the major Brahmic scripts in South-East Asia (Burmese, Khmer, Lao and Thai) follow the paradigm
of Brahmi script. The absence of spaces between words does not mean line breaking can be inserted anywhere. At least, the line breaking must not be inserted inside
syllables, and the line breaking between the words is follows orthographical rules.
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2.2. Approaches to Encode Brahmic Scripts
In ISO 10646 and Unicode, the basic encoding scheme for most Brahmic scripts
is based on Indian national standard IS 13194:1991. It assumes that the text handling
system consists of dual layers to distinguish character encoding and glyph shape; the
lower layer of coded text is intended for information interchange, and the higher one
for user interface. The character set of IS 13194 is defined by phonetic identity: consonants (with inherent vowels), vowel signs, vowel characters and tone marks. The
design is based on Devanagari script for Hindi, the major official language of India. It has various ligatures to write consonantic conjuncts, and its writing system
is more complicated than the one of Khmer script. To insure coexistence of the Devanagari character set with US-ASCII, the IS 13194 character set had to be compactified by excluding composite characters by phonetic decomposition. To display and
print IS 13194 coded text, an intelligent text layout system is necessary to determine
the appropriate glyph shape from characters in neighborhood, compose the ligature
and place it on the appropriate position. The hardware-assisted layout systems have
been traditionally used (C-DAC, 1986), but recently they have been replaced by software layout engines using intelligent fonts like TrueType GX (Apple Computer, 1994),
TrueType Open (Microsoft, 1995), OpenType (Adobe Systems Inc., 2002). It is difficult to add such a complicated mechanism to existing systems designed for Roman
scripts, since most systems support Roman script through a single layer which does
not distinguish character and glyph. Premising the complicated text layout system,
it is arguable whether the consonant character should include the inherent vowels.
Nepal had originally proposed a more advanced phonetic encoding scheme using the
character set of consonantic characters without inherent vowels and vowel characters
(Tuladhar, 1998), but instead of it, Unicode has chosen to merge Nepali with the existing encoding for Devanagari script (Sato, 2002).
A different scheme was separately developed in Thailand. The Thai national standard TIS 620:2533 (1990) defines the Thai character set of consonant characters,
vowel characters and graphical components of vowel signs and tone marks. The
encoding is in graphical order (derived from Thai typewriters), which is different
from phonetic order. Although intelligent text layout system can improve the text
layout, the text layout by TIS 620 can be implemented by a single layer system
which does not distinguish the character and glyph, like Roman scripts. The same approaches had ever since been adopted for national or regional standards of Tamil script
(Kalyanasundaram et al., 1999; Nedumaran, 2004; Chellappan, 2004) and Bengali
script (BSTI, 1995). Although the Thai approach is far easier to implement than the
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Indian one, it is only applied to Thai and Lao scripts in the Unicode encoding scheme
(The Unicode Consortium, 2003, p. 266 - 270), and other Brahmic scripts have to be
encoded in phonetic order. There are two special remarks:
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Industrial Reservoir
TIS 620 was already widely used in MS-DOS and MacOS (versions prior to
MacOS X). An important amount of resources has been encoded in the TIS 620
standard. Although Unicode 1.0 defined two encodings (of graphic and phonetic) based on TIS 620 character set, the phonetic encoding was removed from
Unicode 1.1 and beyond. IBM has defined Codepage 1133 for the AS/400 system for Lao script with the strategy similar to TIS 620 and it was adopted by
Laos as national standard STENO. Many encoding converters handle it under
the name of IBM-1133.
Simplicity of Thai and Lao Orthography
Thai and Lao scripts had been evolved from Khmer script, after removing the
complex glyph shaping mechanisms. In Thai script, instead of “coeng” subscript, the devowelizer “phinthu” is used systematically. The historic orthography of Lao is more complicated than the one of Thai, but modern Lao orthography has also been simplified. Only two consonant characters have kept their
special shape for the consonant conjunct, and no devowelizer sign is used. Due
to the simplicity of orthographies, the character set by graphic shape is sufficiently compact and graphical encoding does not cause any severe problem.
It is arguable whether the second remark is only specific to Thai and Lao (The writing
systems of some Brahmic scripts in Viet-Thai and Philippines are known to be simplified (The Unicode Consortium, 2003, p. 286 - 287)), but in any case Unicode has
adopted Indian approach as the most generic framework for Brahmic scripts.
As for avoiding the complicated layout system, we should mention a third approach: using the graphic character set as a collection of precomposed ligatures for
syllables. This approach may introduce a larger character set than other two approaches, and the character set may be redundant from the viewpoint of information
interchange. PRC had ever proposed the “BrdaRten” character set for Tibetan script
to ISO 10646 (China, 2002), consisting of 956 precomposed glyphs. The definition of
“BrdaRten” is based on the use of a simpler text layout system, and it was rejected in
ISO 10646 to avoid the duplication with existing phonetic Tibetan encoding (Unicode
Technical Committee, 2003; China, 2003). Such a syllabic encoding approach has
been adopted only for Ethiopic script (The Unicode Consortium, 2003, p. 322 - 324),
because the Ethiopic syllabic character set is sufficiently compact (the basic set consists of 164 characters only) and a complicated text layout system like the one for
Brahmic scripts would not improve the text layout.
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2.3. Background and Problems of Legacy Encodings of Khmer Script
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Although Unicode defines the phonetic character set and the phonetic order encoding for major Brahmic scripts used in South and South-East Asia, electronic documents produced in these countries did not complied to the Unicode scheme, due to
the technical barrier of inserting the text layout system in Roman script software. The
amount of the Web pages encoded in UTF-8 is less than 10% even in India (Mikami
et al., 2005a; Mikami et al., 2005b; Pavol et al., 2006). To decrease the cost of localization, it is expected that people will keep on using imported software designed for
Roman script without modification of the text layout engine. For such purpose, the
graphically ordered encodings of Thai and Lao scripts are forcibly adapted to other
Brahmic scripts too. There are only a few standardizations of graphical encodings of
Brahmic scripts except of Tamil and Bengali scripts, but it is easy to implement such
a system by a font in a user-defined encoding. In this paper we call such encodings
“legacy encoding” and the fonts “legacy fonts”, although some of them are developed
after ISO 10646 and Unicode.
The international character set standarization for the Khmer script was defined
by foreign experts, without official commitment from the Cambodian national body
(Daniels, 1992). The electronic typesetting for Khmer script had been little studied
at that time, except of Haralambous’ study of Khmer support in TEX (Haralambous,
1994). In his study, the coded Khmer text in TEX source was encoded by phonetic
character set and phonetic ordered encoding. TEX is a dual-layered typesetting system
based on markup language, so that the text layout of phonetically encoded Khmer
script is possible inherently.
On the other hand, legacy Web browsers and word processors for Roman scripts
were designed as single layered applications, before official support for Khmer script.
Therefore, high-handed Khmer localization (to display Khmer script on such applications) have used two technologies:
non-Unicode Khmer font
The characters are classified by their presentation forms, even if they share the
same phonetics.
non-Unicode Khmer encoding
The glyph components are encoded in the display order from left to right.
Due to the lack of Cambodian national standard of character set or glyph set, these
fonts and encodings were completely ad hoc. As a result, most legacy encodings
for Khmer script are unregistered in IANA character sets and have no ISO 2022 escape sequence. Making the situation worse, TrueType fonts do not allow the use of
user-defined encodings (Apple Computer, 1996). The font vendor cannot embed a
self-designated encoding name into the TrueType font format. Although there exist font formats capable of using user-defined encodings like BDF (Adobe Systems
Inc., 1993), TrueType font remains the most widely used font format of modern operating systems.
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The first study of the legacy encoding problem in Khmer was by Sok et al. (Chea et
al., 2005). In their study, the encoding conversion is based on the statistical analysis of
coded text and the rendering engine. They classified Khmer characters into 10 groups
by the relative positioning with base consonant character. From the analysis of Khmer
orthography, they calculated the status transition matrix for 10 character groups. The
text renderer can classify the codepoints of the legacy encoding into the character
group by its placement, and parsing a finite-length legacy coded text gives the status
transition matrix. Comparing the obtained transition matrix with that of known legacy
encodings, the legacy encoding is identified, and the conversion is possible. There are
a few issues in their study:
speed
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As summarized in their paper, the conversion is slow. This is because the encoding detection requires text rendering, and statistic analysis. As a result, the
conversion process is inherently a 2-pass procedure and requires in-depth work
of the official renderer of the legacy text.
language-dependency
The converter should have a database of “known” status transition matrices to
compare with the one obtained by legacy document, but the matrix is obtained
by in-depth analysis of Khmer orthography and grammar. It is questionable if it
is applicable to other Brahmic scripts.
scope of applicability
It is reported that 95% of legacy documentation is converted correctly, but it is
not reported how many encodings are tested. Only ABC, Limon and KHEK are
mentioned.
The target of this paper is the auto-detection of the encodings of the legacy Khmer
fonts, without the rasterization and cognitive engines. It enables the extraction of text
data with an accuracy higher than the one of OCR on hard-copied documents.

3. Investigation of Legacy Khmer Fonts
We investigated non-Unicode Khmer TrueType fonts distributed on the Internet
without charge. The collected fonts are briefly summarized on table 1. To investigate
the relashionship between character code and glyph in a font, we have to choose a
cmap mapping a character codepoint to a glyph index in the font. Most fonts include
3 cmap tables: a 16-bit cmap for Unicode platform, a 8-bit cmap for Apple platform
and a 16-bit cmap for the Microsoft platform. In most fonts, the 16-bit cmap tables
for the Unicode platform and for the Windows platform are exactly the same, but the 8bit cmap for the Apple platform is often incompatible with the others. The 8-bit cmap
must assign glyph index explicitly to every codepoint, therefore we cannot determine
whether a codepoint is defined to be blank or just falls into blank. In addition, most
sample fonts are designed for Microsoft Windows, thus, we choose the 16-bit cmap

Legacy Khmer TrueType Fonts

Encoding
ABC
Zero Space ABC
Theodore Rith Heng
XIMPLEX
KHEK
KHEK1
KHEK US
KSCII
Kh
KSW
Limon
CDT
Cambodia Portal
SEA

Fonts Num.
46
33
19
26
2
2
1
1
7
23
18
7
3
1

Glyph Num.
152 - 204
153 - 201
151 - 155
169 - 214
219
219
160
226
407
169 - 227
152 - 155
156 - 160
154 - 220
125
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remarks

KHEK-derived
classic MacOS
including Unicode

educational material
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Table 1. Collected legacy Khmer TrueType fonts and the number of included glyphs

for Microsoft platform in this paper. For the font whose encoding scheme is unknown,
the encoding name refers to the vendor, the distributor or the designer of the font.

3.1. Overview of Legacy Khmer Encodings
Although the total number of theoretically possible “clusters” (string with uniquely
composed glyph shapes) in Khmer script is estimated to be 535,060 from possible
phonetic combinations and the number of clusters for real use is estimated to be 2,821
only (Haralambous, 1994). But the number of glyphs in non-Unicode Khmer fonts
is always less than 255 in all of investigated fonts. The number of glyph in the Khencoded font is 407 (> 255) because it is based on a Unicode OpenType font, but
its US-ASCII/Latin-1 block is replaced by the legacy encoded Khmer glyphs. The
number of glyphs in the block is 178, less than 255.
From the result, the unit of legacy encoding is supposed to be not the cluster but the
character (or the graphical part of character) for consonants, vowels and tone marks.
There are two reasons to choose uncomposed encodings. First, the legacy Khmer input
method has been derived from the Khmer typewriter that handles glyph components
instead of precomposed cluster. Second, the legacy Khmer input method has been implemented by keyboard remapping. To input a precomposed cluster, the input method
should be implemented through a finite-state machine, which is too complicated for
Khmer localization programmers.
When the glyph set is defined for uncomposed Khmer characters, the number of
essentially required characters is estimated to 138, as follows (Cambodia, 1996):
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– Consonantic characters: 68
- Base forms: 35
- Subscript forms: 33
– Vowel characters: 33
- Dependent vowel signs: 16
- Independent vowel characters: 17
– Khmer digits and punctuation: 15
– ASCII punctuation: 22
In the legacy Khmer fonts, to compose a syllabic cluster, the horizontal advance
of vowel signs and tone marks are tuned to be zero or negative. Such characters are
printed on top of neighbouring consonants, thus syllabic clusters can be composed
without the mediation of a complicated text layout system.
Before showing the 8-bit code charts for legacy Khmer script, let us remind the
structure of ISO 646 encoding space on figure 4. The codepoints 0x00–0x1F are
called C0 block, which is reserved for control sequences, like ANSI control characters:
back space (BS, 0x08), carriage return (CR, 0x0D), line feed (LF, 0x0A), etc. The
codepoints 0x20–0x7F is called G0 block, which is used for “graphical” characters,
like the Latin alphabet. We have a similar situation in the 8-bit area (> 0x7F), the
blocks are called C1 and G1. There is no popular standard using C1 block to provide
special control sequences, but usually “graphical” characters are not assigned to C1
block to deviate from the ISO 2022 encoding.
First, the code charts for the two most popular encodings (ABC and Limon) are
shown on figures 5 and 6. The legacy fonts encoded by these two encodings are very
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Figure 5. Zero-spaced ABC encoding (used font: text02a.ttf)

widely redistributed, and there exist code converters to Unicode (KhmerOS project,
2005; Bauhahn, 2004). The glyphs in legacy Khmer fonts have no dotted circle, we
added it to indicate the position of base consonants.
First, we summarize the difference between “ABC encoding” and “Zero-spaced
ABC encoding”. Most software designed for Roman alphabetical scripts determines
the position to break a line by searching space characters, so they cannot find a suitable
position to break a line in Khmer script. To solve this issue, Zero-spaced ABC uses the
following trick: by using a font whose space (0x20) is zero width, and inserting this
zero space in Khmer text manually, software for Roman alphabetical scripts can insert
line breaks at suitable positions. The original “ABC encoding” uses space (0x20) with
finite width, but the new “Zero Width ABC encoding” uses space (0x20) with zero
width. Such insertion to indicate word separation corresponds to the function of the
Zero Width Non Joiner (ZWNJ) of Unicode text processing.
From the comparison between “Zero Width ABC encoding” and “Limon encoding”, although the collection and ordering of characters in the G1 block (0xA0–0xFF)
are completely different, the ordering of glyphs in the G0 block (0x20–0x7F) are
very similar, especially concerning the codepoints for Roman alphabets (0x41–0x5A,
0x61–0x7A). In this block, the number of different glyphs between Limon and ABC
is only 2. This similarity is supposed to come from the key mapping of Khmer typewriter: the encoding is defined to simulate the key mapping of Khmer typewriter onto
the US-ASCII keyboard.
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Figure 6. Limon encoding (used font: Limon_F4.ttf)

“KSCII encoding” shown on figure 7 was specially designed for the Khmer language environment under MacOS. The key mapping of Khmer language environment
on MacOS is different from the Khmer typewriter, thus, its G0 block is completely
different from “ABC encoding” or from “Limon encoding”. However, among the investigated fonts, most encodings share similar configuration on the G0 block which is
supposed to be typewriter-derived.

3.2. Utilization of Extra Codepoints
In this section, we decsribe how the extra codepoints are used in legacy Khmer
fonts. As mentioned above, the minimum amount of glyphs for Khmer script is estimated to be 138. But most legacy Khmer fonts use more codepoints. What kind of
glyphs are mapped to the “extra” codepoints? As the simplest example, we compare
the “Theodore Rith Heng encoding” and its successor “XIMPLEX encoding”, and we
examine the glyphs in new codepoints.
First, we show that BARAY_.TTF is a minimal font for the “Theodore Rith Heng
encoding”. The point we have to care is that the number of glyphs in BARAY_.TTF is
already greater than 138, and we can find some vowel signs which are already encoded
on two codepoints: glyphs at 0x40 and 0xCD are derived from the same character,
but placed at slightly different positions. Similar double encodings can be found at
positions 0x57 and 0xC5, 0x69 and 0xED, 0x77 and 0xE5. Considering the fact that
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Figure 7. KSCII encoding (used font: KMon40K.ttf)

the Khmer typewriter provided only a single glyph per vowel sign, the requirement to
adjust the position of vowel sign is supposed to be important.
In next, the encoding of Ekreach_V3.ttf of “XIMPLEX encoding” is shown
on figure 9. This font is the largest font using the “XIMPLEX encoding”. New glyphs
added from BARAY_.TTF are summarized in following list:
– Consonant characters
- subscripts: 15
- precomposed consonant ligatures: 3
– Vowel sign: 1
– Punctuation: 2
– Unknown: 1
Most of the new glyphs are subscript forms of consonant characters—these are already
encoded in “Theodore Rith Heng” encoding. Only two glyphs have not been found in
BARAY_.TTF, the remaining ones are doubly encoded. Furthermore, a few glyphs
are encoded by three codepoints. From the result, we can conclude that the extra
codepoints are used to store the same glyph with different metrics.
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Figure 8. “Theodore Rith Heng” encoding (used font: BARAY_.TTF)
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Figure 9. XIMPLEX encoding (used font: Ekreach_V3.ttf)
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Table
cmap

Entry
platformID

Values
Unicode
MacOS
Windows

OS/2

ulUnicodeRange

-

ulCodePageRange

-
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Remarks
Only Unicode can be declared.
KSCII can be declared.
No legacy encoding can be declared.
Provides the list of Unicode
blocks which the font can display
The “codepage”: legacy character encodings defined by IBM or
Microsoft can be declared. No
codepage for Khmer script.

Table 2. The information declared in the TrueType font file about the target scripts
supported by the fonts.
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4. Auto-Detection of Encodings in Legacy Khmer TrueType Fonts
In this section, we discuss the possibility of auto-detecting the encoding of documents using legacy Khmer TrueType fonts, without cognitive detection like OCR. To
detect the encoding automatically, we can use either a deductive or a heuristic method.
In following we discuss both method.

4.1. Deductive Detection
From the tables in TrueType fonts we can obtain several informations about the
included characters and the target script. They are summarized in table 2. From the
explicit information in cmap and OS/2 tables, we can extract the scripts that the
TrueType font supports. But, in the case of legacy encodings of Khmer script, neither
IBM nor Microsoft have defined any codepage. Thus, the information that legacy
Khmer font states properly is only if the font is in KSCII encoding or not, via the
cmap subtable.
The encodings stated by cmap in legacy Khmer TrueType fonts are summarized
in table 3. In the fonts we have examined, even if the font is in KSCII encoding,
in its cmap it is declared as Roman encoding. Therefore, we must conclude that
deducive detection of legacy Khmer encoding is difficult. In next, ulUnicodeRange
and CodePageRange values declared in the OS/2 table are summarized on table 5.
From the result, we cannot discriminate between Latin fonts and Khmer fonts by the
informations declared in the OS/2 table. Summarizing the results, we must conclude
that the deducive auto-detection of the encoding in legacy Khmer fonts is impossible.
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Platform
Unicode
MacOS
Windows
Windows

Encoding
Roman
Symbol
Unicode

Bitwidth
16
8
8
16

Font Num.
183
189
4
189
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Table 3. Distribution of platforms declared in cmap table of legacy Khmer TrueType
fonts
Block
Basic Latin
Latin-1 Supplement
Latin Extended-A
Latin Extended-B
Khmer
General Punctuation
Geometric Shapes
Mathematical Operators
Private Use Area

Font Num.
11
9
2
1
3
6
2
1
2

Table 4. Distribution of Unicode blocks declared in the OS/2 table of legacy Khmer
TrueType fonts
Script for codepage
MS-DOS Canadian French
Latin 1
Undefined
Cyrillic
Windows Baltic
Hebrew
Arabic
Vietnamese
Turkish
Reserved for OEM
Reserved for Alternate ANSI
Greek (monotonic)
MS-DOS Russian
Latin 2: Eastern Europe

codepage
cp863
cp1252
cp1251
cp1252
cp1255
cp1256
cp1258
cp857
cp1253
cp866
cp1250

Font Num.
158
29
23
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
2
2
1
1

Table 5. Distribution of codepages declared in the OS/2 table of legacy Khmer TrueType fonts
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4.2. Heuristic Detection
In this subsection, we discuss the heuristic method to detect the encoding in legacy
Khmer TrueType fonts automatically. In the legacy Khmer TrueType fonts, there are
2 groups of characters:
Spacing Character (SC)
The characters whose horizontal advance is positive
– US-ASCII characters
– Khmer base form consonant characters
– Khmer independent vowel characters
– Khmer left-placed vowel signs
– punctuation
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Non Spacing Character (NSC)
The characters whose horizontal advance is zero or negative
– Khmer subscript form consonant characters
– Khmer vowel signs (except for left-placed ones)
– Khmer tone marks
We can distinguish SC and NSC by their metrics. In the case of TrueType font,
the tables to store the metrics informations: hmtx, vmtx are separated from the table
to store graphic data: EBLC, EBDT, loca, glyf. Thus, we can distinguish them
without parsing graphical data tables. In TrueType fonts, the rasterization of outline
data is the most expensive procedure. But, even when we choose pre-rasterized bitmap
data, getting graphical data requires at least two disk accesses (once to calculate offset
to data by EBLC or loca, and another to read the real data in EBDT or glyf). Its
cost is higher than getting metrics which requires just one disk access. As a result,
we can identify the group of glyphs: SC, NSC and unused codepoint, without access
to TrueType graphic data. To evaluate the character difference at specified codepoint,
the used/unused difference should be treated carefully. As we shown in comparison
with “Theodore Rith Heng” and XIMPLEX encoding, the unused codepoints are often
used to assign extra characters. The C0 (0x00–0x1F) and C1 (0x80–0x9F) blocks are
exceptions, because many software applications designed for Roman scripts use the
codepoints in these blocks for control purpose and cannot treat them transparently.
Therefore, the used/unused difference is not critical. The SC/NSC difference should
be prioritized.
From the comparison of figures 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9, it is known that the codepoints in
the G0 block are almost never used, and double encoding within the G0 block is rare.
The encodings of legacy Khmer TrueType fonts have no indeterminacy of glyphs in
G0. Therefore, the heuristic detection of encodings should be based on the comparison of SC and NSC distributions in the G0 block. Anyway, the detection algorithm of
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an original encoding and its variants (e.g.: “Theodore Rith Heng” and XIMPLEX encodings) must compare the distribution of unused codepoints. An example of heuristic
auto-detection algorithm is shown on figure 10.
From the pragmatic viewpoint, the auto detection algorithm is expected to exclude
the encodings which have remarkable differences. In the encodings on table 1, there
are 3 encodings which have remarkable characteristics designed intentionally.
SEA
The encoding consists of 2 TrueType fonts (one for SC, another for NSC), both
fonts use the G0 block only.
KSCII
G0 block is filled by SC only.
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Zero Spaced ABC
Zero width space is assigned to the ASCII space codepoint (0x20).
Next, the large continuous SC-only or NSC-only blocks (a dozen of codepoints) are
reliable. We can exclude some encodings by using this kind of remarks: KHEK,
KHEK1, KSW, Kh. In next, we have to identify the encoding by SC/NSC differences
scattered onto isolated codepoints. Limon, KHEK US, CDT, ABC should be identified by that difference. Finally remain the“Theodore Rith Heng” and XIMPLEX
encodings. We can not use the SC/NSC difference anymore, they are rather identified
by a used/unused one.
Among the investigated legacy Khmer fonts, the discrimination without cognitive
engine is insufficient to distinguish between KHEK and KHEK1 encodings. These
two encodings are produced by the same vendor, and the difference is only in numeric
characters: numeric digits in KHEK1, Khmer digits in KHEK, as shown in figure 11,
12. To discriminate between them, analysis of graphical shapes are required.

5. Summary
In this paper, we investigated legacy Khmer fonts and discussed the possibility of
detecting their encodings without the use of a cognitive engine. From our investigation, we found 14 encodings out of 189 TrueType fonts. In spite of the fact that encodings are incompatible with Roman or Unicode, all fonts have declared their encodings
to be Roman or Unicode. We conclude that the deductive detection of encodings is
impossible. We have proposed an algorithm of heuristic autodetection to identify 14
different encodings, except for KHEK and KHEK1 (their difference being only Arabic
and Khmer numerics).
From the result, we have shown the possibility of extracting information from
legacy coded text, that is more effective than cognitive text extraction. However, the
proposed method does not solve the requirements of legacy Khmer fonts in document
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Limon

NSC on 0xA5

N

Y

KHEK US
Y

Glyph on 0xAF

XIMPLEX

N
ABC

Theodore Rith Heng

Figure 10. Proposed algorithm to detect the encodings of legacy Khmer TrueType
fonts

rendering. In modern font management systems classifying the fonts by Unicode,
legacy Khmer fonts are often mistaken as Roman or Latin fonts, and the systemwide installation of legacy Khmer fonts can affect other scripts. There is n additional
difficulty lying in the fact that legacy encodings can specify the glyph shape without
phonetic identity, thus a few glyphs have multiple candidates of UCS2 codepoints.
The dictionary-based solution is proposed by Sok (Chea et al., 2005). The possibility
to emulate legacy Khmer fonts by OpenType fonts is an open issue.
In addition, our proposal starts from the assumption that we deal with “legacy
Khmer documents”, although our methodology does not use an in-depth knowledge
of Khmer script in comparison with Sok’s study. Considering the fact that Unicode
popularization is still in progress, even in India, the auto-detection of legacy Brahmic
scripts with less constraints is expected.
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Figure 11. KHEK encoding (used font: FANLONG.TTF)
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Figure 12. KHEK1 encoding (used font: FANLONG1.TTF)
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